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ABSTRACT
How often do we consider the physical, emotional, and social needs of youth when determining ways to
better society? When deciding actions in a community, the needs of the next generation should be put as a
top priority. This thesis will research and develop ways of doing this through architecture.

K I T

F O R

K I D S

This project will create a modular and transportable structure that will focus on teens ages 11-15. The structure
will be developed using a kit of parts so that it can be placed onto any site while also containing a site-specific
program. The program will contain three categories with subcategories to establish the individual functions.
Each category will be centered around activities crucial to this age group: educational, recreational, and
creative. The program will be integrated into different modular pieces that will develop the kit of parts, which
will be panel-based containing planar elements. Through the integration of these activities with modular
components, the project can be placed anywhere in the world to better benefit the youths of that area and
the community.

REVITALIZING LOW-INCOME COMMUNITIES BY EMBRACING THE YOUNGER GENERATION

A

Kit

for

Kids

Revitalizing Low-Income Communities
Clarkston, Georgia will be the selected site for the prototype. It is located outside of Atlanta in DeKalb County
b y E m b r a c i n g t h e and
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t i oratenof 30.94%, which is higher than
both the state average (19.5%) and the national average (14.6%). The area is lacking a space designed

specifically for this age group. The goal of this project is that nonprofits, missionaries, and other organizations
can buy the space and easily build and install it anywhere in the world. For this prototype, it will be placed
on the green space of the Clarkston International Bible Church. Through the development of this project,
both construction and operation costs will be reduced, making it more efficient short-term as well as longterm. A Kit for Kids will improve the lives of the children and teens living in the area, as well as make a more
economical, efficient, and affordable facility for these youths.
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1.0 Design Theorem
1.1 Thesis Question
1.2 Thesis Narrative
1.3 Research Framework
		1.3.1 Theorem
		1.3.2 Program
		1.3.3 Demographic

A Kit for Kids was designed to meet the
needs of the children around the world
living in low-income areas and high
conditions of poverty. The focus of the
design centered around a child’s desire to
learn, play, and create. This project was
developed to create spaces that encourage
these activities all throughout the design.
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1.1 Thesis Question

1.2 Thesis Narrative

1.3 Research Framework

How can a kit of parts be used to create a temporary structure for children and
teens that is adaptable, portable, and cost-efficient?

How often do we consider the physical, emotional, and social needs of youth
when determining ways to better society? When deciding actions in a community,
the needs of the next generation should be put as a top priority. This thesis will
research and develop ways of doing this through architecture.

A Kit for Kids was designed to create modular and adaptable pods that will
function to meet the needs of the children and teens living in low-income
communities or areas where many families are facing poverty. This project is
summarized into 3 main categories:

This project will create a modular and transportable structure that will focus on
teens ages 11-15. The structure will be developed using a kit of parts so that it
can be placed onto any site while also containing a site-specific program. The
program will contain three categories with subcategories to establish the individual
functions. Each category will be centered around activities crucial to this age
group: educational, recreational, and creative. The program will be integrated
into different modular pieces that will develop the kit of parts, which will be panelbased containing planar elements. Through the integration of these activities with
modular components, the project can be placed anywhere in the world to better
benefit the youths of that area and the community.
Clarkston, Georgia will be the selected site for the prototype. It is located outside
of Atlanta in DeKalb County and is known for its diversity. However, the area
currently has a poverty rate of 30.94%, which is higher than both the state
average (19.5%) and the national average (14.6%). The area is lacking a space
designed specifically for this age group. The goal of this project is that nonprofits,
missionaries, and other organizations can buy the space and easily build and
install it anywhere in the world. For this prototype, it will be placed on the green
space of the Clarkston International Bible Church. Through the development of
this project, both construction and operation costs will be reduced, making it
more efficient short-term as well as long-term. A Kit for Kids will improve the lives
of the children and teens living in the area, as well as make a more economical,
efficient, and affordable facility for these youths.

THEOREM		
PROGRAM		
DEMOGRAPHIC

| kit of parts structural concept developed
from a modular grid system
| youth activities encouraging physical,
mental and emotional health
| 11 - 15 year olds living in low-income
communities

Figure 1

A Kit for Kids allows the buyer to design a custom youth facility to accurately
meet the personal needs of the community. The owner is able to select which
requirements are necessary for that specific community through the selection
of size, layout, roof type, materiality, and activities. Each of these selections
are able to specifically address the demographic, culture, and climate of the
location where this kit will be developed.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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1.3.1 Theorem

1.3.2 Program

1.3.3 Demographic

kit of parts structural concept developed from a modular grid system

youth activities encouraging physical, mental and emotional health

11 - 15 year olds living in low-income communities

“A kit of parts is a collection of discrete building components that are preengineered
and designed to be assembled in a variety of ways to define a finished building”
(Howe, 1999). This developed from the need to quickly create a shelter, the need
for a large amount of low-cost buildings, and the need for future renewals of the
prefabricated elements. The methods of prefabrication and kit of parts go hand
in hand. When an element is prefabricated, it is made off-site and is usually done
with the intent to replicate the process. Modular designs allowed for a quick and
simple construction process, as well as a reduced cost due to the decrease in
labor and materials. In a kit of parts construction, there are four different types of
development.

Mental Health

1. JOINT-BASED : linear element
2. PANEL-BASED : planar element
3. MODULE-BASED : solid element
4. SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION : time element

There are so many factors now that play major roles in a child’s mental health
because of access to internet and social media. Some of these factors being cyber
bullying and comparison to others online.

“13% of U.S. teens ages 12 to 17 said they had experienced at least one major

After-School Programs
After-school programs allow for a child to be involved in mentally
and physically enriching activities. However, when access to
these programs are limited, a child has to find other ways to
occupy their time.

20%

On average, parents in the United States spend around $700
- $1,000 a month on youth sports (“Exploring the Costs of
Youth Sports”, 2021).

50% of mental illness begins by age 14 (“Mental Health Statistics”, 2016).

On average, a private tutor costs between
$25 - $80/hour (“2022 Tutoring Prices”, 2022).

depressive episode in the past year” (Geiger, 2020).

of teens will experience depression before they reach adulthood (“How
Many Teens Suffer With Depression”, 2019).

“385 MILLION children are living in poverty around the world”
(Callahan, 2022).
10.5 MILLION children are living in poverty in the U.S. (“Child
Poverty in America”, 2019).
4 IN 10 children live in a household struggling to meet basic
expenses (Sherman, 2020).

The average annual cost for arts was
$218/student (Mostafavi, 2016).

This thesis project will create a panel-based kit of parts system that is developed
from planar elements mounted onto a gridded structure.

Figure 8

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 9

Figure 10
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2.0 Case Studies
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Lanka Learning Center
Hua Fai Youth Center
Calton Hill Play Shelter
Parc de la Villette

A Kit for Kids is developed to meet 4
design factors: arrangement, community
engagement, kit of parts, and facade
system. This thesis project, being a kit of
parts, will be build-able by the community,
encouraging engagement. The layout of
this project on the site, while custom to the
site, will specifically be arranged to create
an exterior space where outdoor activities
can occur. The facade system of the building
will be attachable panels that are made of
different materials. A Kit for Kids will fulfill
its requirements by allowing these 4 factors
to drive the design.

12 A Kit for Kids : Revitalizing Low-Income Communities by Embracing the Younger Generation
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2.1 Lanka Learning Center | Arrangement
A r c h i t e c t : Fe a t . C o l l e c t i v e
L o c a t i o n : Pa r a n g i y a m a d u , S r i L a n k a
Ye a r : 2 0 1 6
The Lanka Learning Center is designed from a simple shape that has been multiplied to create a circular form. The central
space that was formed creates an outdoor atrium space that is used for outdoor games and as a communal space. The arrangement of the pods in A Kit for Kids has been inspired by the Lanka Learning Center.

Figure 11
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2 . 2 H u a F a i Yo u t h C e n t e r | C o m m u n i t y E n g a g e m e n t
Architect: Estudio Cavernas
Lo c a t i o n : H u a Fa i , T h a i l a n d
Ye a r : 2 0 1 7
This thesis project has been designed with the intention of encouraging community engagement. The Hua Fai Youth Center
is created from the repetition of the same structure that is given different functions and laid out on the site. Each unit is made
from vernacular materials and was built by the people living in the community.

Figure 12
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2 . 3 C a l t o n H i l l P l a y S h e l t e r | K i t o f Pa r t s S y s t e m
Architect: O’DonnellBrown
Location: Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Ye a r : 2 0 2 1
The Calton Hill Play Shelter is a simple structure located in a plaza area at the Collective. It is formed from a simple structure
kit of parts. The overall design is a simple, temporary structure that is set onto a flat site. It creates an open pavilion that can
be used for any function.

Figure 13
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2.4 Parc de la Villette | Placement on Site
A r c h i t e c t : B e r n a r d Ts c h u m i A r c h i t e c t s
L o c a t i o n : Pa r i s , Fr a n c e
Ye a r : 1 9 8 2 - 1 9 8 3
Parc de la Villette was designed by Bernard Tschumi as a place that people can come to enjoy the space while in the outdoors. The spaces were not designed to follow nature, but rather to impose the artificial with the natural forcing them to work
together and to coincide.

Figure 14
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3.0 Program Development
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Programmatic Functions
Development of Programmatic Functions
Correlation of Spaces
Program Matrix
Schematic Layouts
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Three programmatic functions
are at the center of the design:
education,
recreation,
and
creativity.
These
will
each
encourage children ages 11 to 15
years old to participate in activities
involving playing, learning, and
creating. From these functions,
specific activities will take place
inside of its designated pod. The
spaces between the pods will be
designated to unification. This will
encourage group activities, such
as playing soccer or gardening.
This section will not only encourage
social interactions among children,
but will also become a focal point
of the space giving incentive for
those walking by to come and visit
the space.
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3.1 Programmatic Functions

3.2 Development of Programmatic Functions

Education

Recreation

the process of receiving or giving schematic instruction.

activity done for enjoyment when one is not working.

EDUCATION

Children are constantly learning everyday from life’s
experiences. Although these learning experiences occur
naturally, it is also important that children be given guided
instruction in fundamental subjects that can not be learned
without an education. “Education is vital in children’s
upbringing to get them the start in life they need for their
journey towards a successful future. It is the key which unlocks
the potential of the next generation of leaders, doctors,
teachers and change-makers”(“Salam School – Lebanon”,
2021).

Physical activities are necessary for proper child growth.
Not only is it beneficial for the body, but also for the mind.
“Physical education and sports can help build a young
person’s confidence and social interactions” (The First Tee’s
Top 3 Benefits”, 2017). Recreational activities can benefit
young people through interactions with peers, exercise, and
in a child’s academics. “Research shows that healthy activity
helps strengthen and stimulate a young person’s mind” (The
First Tee’s Top 3 Benefits”, 2017). It also teaches children
how to manage different tasks as well as set and achieve
goals.

RECREATION

Creativity

Unification

the action or process of bringing something into existence.

the process of being united or made into a whole.

Creativity, through many different forms, allows for one to
express their thoughts and emotions. Art is a direct route
for this expression. There are many different art forms, and
each with their own benefits. “Individual creativity empowers
children to be themselves and stay true to what they love.
People who are given the opportunity to express themselves
continue their creative interests as they mature. Successful
people find unique solutions to situations or problems;
creativity creates avenues for success” (“Spacelyss”, 2020).

The goal of each concept is to create and establish social
interactions between young people. The skills developed
during this time will benefit children in their relationships
with their friends, family, peers, etc. It will also allow them to
better know and take care of themselves. “The right socially
interactive environment will help children develop strong
language skills, creativity, social intelligence, and confidence”
(“Importance of Social Interaction”, 2018).
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CREATIVITY
3 PROGRAMMATIC
FUNCTIONS

EXTRUSION OF SPACES

CREATION OF HIERARCHY

INVERSE GROWTH

3.3 Correlation of Spaces

CORRELATION OF PROGRAM

INTEGRATION OF SPACES

CREATION OF CENTRAL
GREEN SPACE

COMPARISON OF
VOLUMES OF SPACES

INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMMATIC
FUNCTIONS
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3.4 Program Matrix

3.5 Schematic Layouts

Each programmatic function has been deduced into activities that take place
in these spaces. While most of these activities fit inside of one category, there
is also overlapping of categories. For example, the category of exploring can
be expressed through gardening. Although this is listed under the creativity
program, this activity can also be described as recreational and educational.

SWINGING
RUNNING
BRACHIATING
SPINNING
SLIDING
BALANCING
JUMPING
READING
WRITING

PLAY | RECREATION

LISTENING
SPEAKING
SOLVING
DRAWING
PAINTING
BUILDING
EXPLORING
CREATE | CREATION

LEARN | EDUCATION

SINGING
DANCING
HEARING
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Many different layouts can be created from the pods. There are five layout schemes that have been specified for this project: separated, combined,
stacked, rotated, and cantilevered. The arrangement selected will be chosen
based on site requirements. The different layouts can allow for more integrated spaces as well as individual spaces. This can also allow for individual
pods to be shipped, rather than a set of all three, where only one program is
needed.

CLIMBING

JUNGLE GYM
ROCK WALL
NET CLIMBER
SWINGS
TRACK
EXERCISE WALL
SPORT EQUIPMENT
BALANCE BEAM
SPIN STAND
SLIDE
TRAMPOLINE
CLASSROOM SEATING
INSTRUCTIONAL AREA
BOOKSHELVES
READING NOOK
COLLABORATIVE AREAS
MURAL
GARDEN
INTERACTIVE WALL
MUSIC WALL

PLAY

LEARN

SEPARATED
PLAN

COMBINED
PLAN

STACKED
PLAN

ROTATED
PLAN

CANTILEVERED
PLAN

SEPARATED
ELEVATION

COMBINED
ELEVATION

STACKED
ELEVATION

ROTATED
ELEVATION

CANTILEVERED
ELEVATION

CREATE
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4.0 Site Analysis
4.1 Shipping and Manufacturing
4.2 Site Selection

This thesis is capable of being manufactured, packaged,
shipped, and assembled anywhere in the world. A Kit
for Kids would be purchased by non-profits, missionary
organizations, churches, schools, etc., and built by
the people living in the community that it is placed in,
encouraging not only social and physical engagement
for the youth that come to the site, but also from the
community as the pods themselves are built. To accurately
represent how this kit of parts can excel anywhere in the
world, the following locations have been selected in a
local, domestic, and international site.

28 A Kit for Kids : Revitalizing Low-Income Communities by Embracing the Younger Generation
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4.1 Shipping and Manufacturing

4.2 Site Selection

The kit of parts is able to be comprised and fit onto a mid-size truck to be sent
to any site. All of the elements in the kit of parts consist of flat sides making
it easy to stack onto palettes in the bed of the truck. A Kit for Kids would be
packaged the same way, on palettes, when it needs to be delivered to a site
outside of the local range. It could be loaded onto a shipping container or
plane, so that it can reach the destination all packaged together.
2’-7”

34’-6”
26’-2”
23’-6”

8’-10”
7’-6”

3’-3”

8’-3”

EXISTING SITE MAP

EXISTING SITE MAP

01 | Local: Clarkston

02 | Domestic: California

03 | International: Israel

Dekalb County: Region 4

States With Children Living In Poverty

Proportion Of Children Living In Poverty By Country

17.5%
15%
12.5%
10%

11%
20%
Black

Figure 19
Population By Age
6%

11.3%

10.9%

10.5%

10.3%

9.6%

9.2%

9%

8.6%

8.1%

7.4%

6.4%

5.9%

5.4%

4.7%

3.5%

NETHERLANDS

LATVIA

ESTONIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

SWEDEN

IRELAND

NORWAY

POLAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

SLOVENIA

ICELAND

DENMARK

FINLAND

2.5%

11.7%

GERMANY

38%
56%

13-17

Figure 18

White
Asian

Hispanic

0%

11.8%

12.2%

FRANCE

12.3%

PORTUGAL

12%

12.4%

KOREA

CANADA

12.4%

UNITED KINGDOM

SWITZERLAND

13.3%

16.5%

SLOVAK REPUBLIC

16.9%

LITHUANIA

13.9%

18.7%

HUNGARY

AUSTRALIA

19.3%

ITALY

16%

19.8%

SPAIN

GREECE

21.2%

MEXICO

LUXEMBOURG

21.5%

New York
Ohio
Georgia
Families With Annual Incomes Below 10,000

UNITED STATES

California
Florida
Overall Poverty Rate

22.2%

Texas
Child Poverty Rate

Figure 17
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59%

5%

REGION 7

Figure 16

CHILE

Figure 15

REGION 6

0%

REGION 5

20%

REGION 4

87,446
REGION 1

REGION 3

7.5%

40%

REGION 2

46,361
REGION 6

REGION DISTRICT

REGION 1

49,058
REGION 4

46,361
REGIO
N6

53,809
REGION 7

69.3%

60%
80,698
REGION 2

7%

20%

100%

80%
63,207
REGION 5

Population By Race

PROPORTION OF CHILDREN IN POVERTY

Total Dekalb County
Student District Population

Site: Merhavim Regional High School
Address: Derech Lamerhav, Pardes Hanna-Karkur, Israel
The international site that has been selected for this project is in Israel. Israel
is the second country with the highest rates of child poverty. A Kit for Kids will
be placed on a site in the neighborhood containing the Merhavim Regional
High School.
22.5%

Percentages Of Free And Reduced-Price Lunches

93,674

59,286
REGION 3

Site: Clearlake Community School
Address: 6945 Old Hwy 53, Clearlake, Ca 95422
California has been selected as the domestic site. A Kit for Kids will be installed on the site located beside Clearlake Community School in California.
This area is located in a city with the highest rates of child poverty in California, which is why it has been selected to receive this project.

25%

Site: Clarkston International Bible Church
Address: 3895 Church St. Clarkston, GA 30021
Clarkston is a city located in Georgia. This site was selected as the location
of the first iteration. The Clarkston International Bible Church is the site for
this project. There is a green space owned by the church. A Kit for Kids will be
located on this green space at the church.

ISRAEL

6’-10”

EXISTING SITE MAP

6-12

up to 5

Figure 20
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5.0 Structural System
5.1 Unit Assembly
5.2 Pod Assembly
5.3 Component Connections

The structural system of A Kit for Kids
is very important in the design of the
pods. Each pod was created from a
simple structure that allows for the
placement of any attachment panel
so that kids can interact with the wall
panels themselves. The structure is
easily build-able and uses materials
that allow for the overall structure to
be lightweight and durable.
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5.1 Unit Assembly

5.2 Pod Assembly

The installation of A Kit for Kids was designed to be a step by step process
that is builder-friendly. Each pod is made up of a specific number of units,
dependent on the desired size. These units, once built, are easily able to be
multiplied, both horizontally and vertically, to create a pod.
1: Base Beam
The base beam is the first element that all
others will be built off of.
2: Floor Tile
Insert the floor tile into the slots on the base
beam.
3: Connector Columns
Insert extrusion of base beam into connector
column at base.
4: Structural Panels
Place structural panel inside of both the base
beams and the connector columns.
5: Top Beam
Set top beam onto structural panel and
insert it into the connector column.
6: Attachment Panel
Connect attachment panel to structural
panel by setting it onto latches placed on
the back.
7: Roof Frame
Mount roof framing system, which consists
of beams and a roof joint, onto wall systems.
8: Roof Tile
Set roof tile into beams of roof frame.

1

3

4

1 Unit

5
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2

6

7

8

8 Beams
4 Columns
4 Structural Panels
4 Roof Joints

2 Units -

Stacked Horizontally

12 Beams
6 Columns
6 Structural Panels
6 Roof Joints

4 Units -

Stacked Horizontally + Vertically

24 Beams
12 Columns
12 Structural Panels
6 Roof Joints

1 Pod | 18 Units -

Section Cut To Show Interior

48 Beams
32 Columns
24 Structural Panels
20 Roof Joints
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5.1 Component Connections
A Kit for Kids is created from a structural system designed to be easily packaged, shipped, and built anywhere in the world. The structural system is comprised of columns, beams, panels, and roof joints. Through the use of slotted
columns and beams, the components are able to fit inside one another and
easily be bolted together, eliminating the need for a separate joint at every
connection. The elements are able to be built on site without the need for a
specialist. This eliminates additional costs for the installation, and since it is
built by the people living in the area, it encourages community engagement.
Each component is made from aluminum. As it is a temporary structure that
would be facing different climates around the world, the structural material
needed to be durable as well as weather-resistant. However, considering it is
designed with the intent that it is built by the community, the material would
also need to be light-weight. This is necessary for the purpose of eliminating
installation fees by having a specialist come to the site. It was also a requirement that the material could be made of a lighter material since the components are typically 8 feet tall. Aluminum allows for each piece to be strong,
but light enough for a person to build it themselves without a need for heavy
machinery.
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Top View Of Wall System Connections

01 Connection Point Of Structure

02 Roof Joint To Column

03 Beams To Panel

04 Columns To Panel

05 Attachment To Component Panel
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5.2 Structural Components

4’ - 2”
2”

8’- 4”

The structural components of A Kit for Kids consist of structural columns and
beams, which create the overall framework of the pods. Prefabricated, aluminum panels are built into the framework where an attachment panel will
be added. These are prefabricated in two sizes: 4’ x 4’ and 4’ x 8’. The last
structural component is the roof joint. This attachment is inserted into the top
of the column to create a joint at which the beams can be connected to create
a roof system.

4’ - 2”

5.3 Panel Properties

5 . 3 R o o f Ty p e b y C l i m a t e

The attachment panels were designed with consideration that spaces can be
open and public or more private and used for individual needs. The selection
ranges from elements that can create a solid space, for example a classroom,
as well as smaller panels that can be used for open spaces, such as a space
to play basketball where all that is needed is a space to attach a basketball
hoop.

Since A Kit for Kids can be installed anywhere in the world, this temporary
structure would need to be designed considering the climates that the pods
could potentially be installed in. The roof types are able to be built through
the use of the same modular panels and structural components. The roof design would be selected to best fit the climate of the location it is being built in.
Flat | Continental

Shed | Polar

Raised | Tropical

Gable | Temperate

Butterfly | Dry

4’ - 2”

2”

4’ - 2”

4’ - 2”

7 1/4”
7 1/4”

8’- 6”

7 1/4”

3”

3”

3”

3”

4’- 2”

7 1/4”

2”

3”

2”

7 1/4”

3”
7 1/4”
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6.0 Kit for Kids Catalog
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

Education Pod
Recreation Pod
Creativity Pod
Prototype Design 1: Clarkston
Prototype Design 2: California
Prototype Design 3: Israel
Prototype Renders

The final design for a Kit for Kids is developed so that each
pod can work together as well as apart. The pods are created
with the intent that each of the three pods could function
individually. The pods are laid out on the site in the way that
fits the space best. The pieces can also be sent separate from
the amount required to build the pod so that more units can
be built as additions onto the pod.
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6.1 Program Implemented on Pod

6.4 Prototype Design 1: Clarkston

The 3 programmatic functions, education, recreation, and creativity, have a set amount of pieces necessary to build each pod.
The design of each pod corresponds to the footprint to meet the required square footage.

The layout scheme selected for this location is the separated scheme, meaning the pods are individually standing
on the site. The green space in Clarkston, Georgia has been made to be an open lot with surrounding renovated
storage rooms. This scheme allows for the overall layout of the green space to remain a large open space.

6.1.1 Education Pod

6.1.2 Recreation Pod

6.1.3 Creativity Pod

12 Units |
		
		
		

18 Units |
		
		
		

8 Units |
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6.5 Prototype Design 2: California

6.6 Prototype Design 3: Israel

The selected scheme for the site in California is the combined scheme. This site is directly beside Clearlake Community School. A combined scheme allows for a more private space for the students. A Kit for Kids will function as
an after-school space for the students and teachers. The combined scheme will allow for a safer environment for the
students.

The scheme that was selected for the site in Israel is the stacked scheme. This scheme is allows for a second floor that
the children who visit can climb up to. The site surrounding the Merhavim Regional High School consisted of many
one story buildings and empty lots. The stacked scheme will create a hierarchy that will allow children to look out
onto the surrounding site. A Kit for Kids will be placed near the school for students and kids living in this area to visit.
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6.7 Prototype Renders
Prototype Design 1: Clarkston - The site of this prototype is located in the central green space which engages this
area with the road as people walk and drive by. The structure allows for open spaces as well as enclosed spaces.
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Prototype Design 2: California - The spaces created are placed on the site along the street giving the open green
space a structure for people to visit. The 3 functions are shown through the use of attachment panels with components.
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7.0 Appendix
7.1 Bibliography
7.2 Image Index
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